
 
THE CASE FOR CBS 10996 
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The evidence brought forward in previous interpretations of this text has never been tested as it should, 
hence the title of this article. 

 
Preliminary 

 
I would like to warn against the principle by which descriptive musicology mostly turns prescriptive 

depending on our ability to isolate ourselves from our own ‘subconscious knowledge’ of which we may 
think that it is universal. Therefore, the most difficult part in understanding theories of the past is to forget 
theories of the present.  

 
Introduction 

 
The divergence of opinions between the Kilmerists1 and my interpretation of the Ancient Semitic 

musical system mainly resides in the interpretation of text CBS 10996. 
Kilmerists assume that the paired numbers and terms in this text prove indubitably that they were a 

catalogue of harmonic intervals set within a heptatonic system. 
 
My position is firstly that the text does not hold the evidence (and its proof, which is essential to sustain 

the evidence), that these intervals were harmonic and secondly, that the intervals listed, as they are, within 
a span of seven strings, do not constitute the evidence (and its proof), that the intervals were confined to a 
heptatonic system, because the ambitus of a span does not necessarily equate to the ambitus of a system, 
and reciprocally. 

 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
I – Philology 

In the first part of the text, lines 1 to 14, there is no conjunction between the interval numerals, i.e., we 
have ‘1 5’ but not ‘1 ‘ù’ 5’. On the other hand, in the second part of the text, lines 15 to 28, there is a 
conjunction between the names of the strings but not between their equivalent numbers written on the 
same line, i.e., we have sa qud-mu-ú ù sa 5-šú 1 5 sa niš tuĥ-ri, but not sa qud-mu-ú ù sa 5-šú 1ú 5 sa niš 
tuĥ-ri. 

One may ask firstly if the absence of the conjunction ‘ù’ between numerals is a grammatical practice, or 
if its presence or its absence is significant, in the present case, of either melodicity or harmonicity (and 
reciprocally) and are there any other instances of its presence to indicate similar distinctions (in other fields)? 
Secondly, is the conjunction ‘ù’ between two terms, as it stands, in the present text, or its absence, significant 
of melodicity or harmonicity, respectively, or inversely, as it would or would not with numerals? Or, to put 
it simply, does ‘1 5’ equate to ‘sa qud-mu-ú ù sa 5-šú’ and mean the same thing? 

I contend that had the scribe been instructed to suggest harmonicity, he would most certainly have 
found an unequivocal manner to express it because this would have been an innovation worth a precise 
philological distinction. Now, such distinction was induced by Kilmer in her interpretation of text BM 5217 
+ 66616, Rev. 13 (a): ‘…a-ĥa-mes’ which she translates with her carefully selected choice of the adverb 
‘together’, (which does not indubitably imply harmonicity) to suit her concept, while the adverb is also 
translated as ‘jointly’, ‘side by side’, ‘face to face’. Note the adverb aĥamma  (aĥammu), meaning separately, 
apart, etc. Thus, if in BM 5217 + 66616, the adverb implies that two strings are not played ‘together’, that 

                                                           
1 The term ‘Kilmerist’  includes scholars who have published papers mainly repeating her assumptions, since the 1960s.  



is harmonically, there is therefore no reason why the intervals in CBS 10996 too, should be played 
harmonically. 

Therefore, the evidence in the philology of CBS 10996 does not conclusively prove that its intervals were 
harmonic and if they were not, they could only be melodic and/or stepwise melodic, or both.   

 
II - The concept of polarity 

 
Polarity, which defines the orientation of an interval, or which is the first pitch played in an interval, can 

only apply to melodic intervals where pitches are consecutive. Polarity is not applicable to harmonic 
intervals because both of their pitches are played simultaneously. The direction of the polarity is relative 
to the direction of the pitch set (ascending or descending) where the intervals lay and is determined by 
the pitch or string number which is first written, i.e. ‘1 5’, or ‘5 1’.   

It is not clear if Babylonian scholarship associated pitch height with altitude. This view is allegorical as 
a high pitch does no sit higher than a lower pitch. Babylonian scholars certainly understood that what we 
define as, ‘higher’ pitches, were produced by shorter strings and ‘lower’ pitches by longer ones, but that 
they associated altitude with string length is doubtful2. However, they could have adopted the idea form 
mythology, as the West did to a certain extent.  

I contend that the notion of pitch altitude would have introduced the concept of harmonicity, i.e., a 
pitch above or under another, played at the same time, or simultaneously, but without the evidence, and 
its proof, that sound altitude was a known parameter in the first millennium BC, it would be difficult to 
understand how they could have conceptualized sound simultaneousness.  

Now there is a systemic difference between conceptualized simultaneousness (intended harmonicity) 
and (proto)-heterophonic/polyphonic simultaneousness (accidental harmonicity).         

In text CBS 10996 the intervals are identified by numbers and names. The names are more or less the 
philological equation of the numbers. They have a mix of ascending and descending polarity (1-5; 7-5, etc.). 
Therefore, the alternation of polarity conclusively proves that the intervals were melodic, and/or stepwise 
melodic. Had they been harmonic, mixed polarities would not have happened.  

 
III - Numbers give location and terms give content 

  
I contend that the intervals in CBS 10996 were stepwise melodic because each has a different name. 

There would have been no reason for this distinction if it were not to indicate that they had content. 
Numbers would have sufficed as their function was used only to locate intervals within a span while names 
indicated content. Numbers and names, therefore, in the present context have different functions. 

With melodic intervals, it is a well-known practice to sound the first pitch and then tune the second in 
its relation, consecutively, for its better perception compared to the first, as any piano tuner would tell. 
Therefore, the hypothesis that the intervals in CBS 10996 were harmonic for tuning purposes is flawed. 

Therefore, that the intervals were harmonic for the purpose of their tuning is groundless. It is more likely 
that they were melodic for that very purpose. 

 
 

                                                           
2 Ancient Greek music theoreticians used ‘sharpness’ and ‘heaviness’; in Bali and Java pitches are ‘small’ or ‘large’; with the 

Suyá of the Amazon, they are ‘young’ and ‘old.’ The oldest reference we may have for pitch  height might come from the Hurrian 
where the music texts mention ašĥuwe and durie, for a melodic stepwise interval placed to the treble, and to the bass, respectively. 
Therefore, nīš tuĥrim ašĥuwe  would be the nīš tuĥrim interval placed at the treble; nīš tuĥrim, the nīš tuĥrim interval at the middle, 
and nīš tuĥrim durie, the nīš tuĥrim interval at the bass. Unfortunately, there is no conclusive meaning for the terms ašĥuwe and 
durie. This will be discussed later in this book in the chapter about the Hurrian texts. 

 



IV - Iconographic Evidence 
 
The iconography of the Ancient World has represented lyre players, in Ancient Greece, particularly, 

strumming selected strings with a plectrum in their right hand while muting other strings with their left3. 
However, this does not constitute the proof of the evidence that they were strumming specific strings with 
the conscious intent of generating consonantal harmony as we understand it today or strumming the 
intervals as they are placed in CBS 10996. 

Other iconographic scenes show groups of instrumentalists, but this does not unquestionably mean that 
they were engraved on a seal while they were playing, or painted on a pot, as we catch them live on our 
mobile phones. The lapicide might have been asked to etch a cylinder seal to show off the musical belongings 
of the owner, on his request. The lapicide engraved the seal in his workshop, from memory, probably with 
precise instructions, or following the instructions of an official. But he would certainly not have travelled with 
his equipment to carve scenes in situ, in ‘real time’, or ‘live’. This too applied to the pot-painter, or to any 
other artist. Back in their workshops, their memory of the scene would certainly not have allowed them to 
remember precise finger positions on strings proving the practice of consonantal harmony. 

Therefore, the iconographic evidence cannot conclusively prove that instrumentalists were intentionally 
playing harmonic intervals are they stand in CBS 10996. 

 
V - Types of intervals 

 
Intervals can be either harmonic, melodic or stepwise melodic. 
Dyads, as they are sometimes called, are intervals where both pitches are sounded simultaneously. Prior 

to the Renaissance, chords consisted of two pitches only. It is therefore legitimate to say that dyads are 
harmonic intervals. 

Babylonian musicology certainly predates the Renaissance. Early forms of harmony in the Occident came 
from specific monophonic structures responding to meticulously defined rules before they could induce 
vertical pitch patterns, or harmony. These progressed along with monophonic horizontality, and only in 
specific acoustical environments where the reverberation level allowed for the natural blending of selected 
pitches. It is therefore not surprising that the earliest attempts at harmony sprouted from the École de Notre 
Dame de Paris, in the twelfth-thirteenth centuries in the newly built cathedral. Reverberation, which is one 
of the causes of early harmony, led to rules, but mud-brick structures, typical of the Ancient Near-East, which 
have no or very little reverberation levels, would not have been a suitable environment from which early 
forms of harmony would have sprung.  

Therefore, the history of the development of harmony invalidates the hypothesis of such practice with CBS 
10996. 

 
VI - Voice and instruments: monophony, heterophony and polyphony4 

 
The voice is the seminal instrument. It is an essential part of our anatomy, our physiology as well as of 

our psyche. It has a plurality of functions: it is a warning system, a system of communication, a system which 
allows to generate an inexhaustible range of emotions; it hosts our linguistic abilities and is the most perfect 
of all musical instruments as it allows for the singing of text riding on its pitches, a feature unique to 
humankind. No other instrument has these abilities. However, the only limitation of the voice is that it is 

                                                           
3 West, M.L., Ancient Greek Music, Pls. 1, 4, 5, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19. 
 
4 These terms must not be understood in their current descriptions of musical structures. Here, they must be taken as 

seminal expressions  of seminal phenomena from which current definitions have emerged, eventually.     
 



unable to produce two pitches simultaneously5. This is a reason among many why the intervals in CBS 
10996 could not have been harmonic because instruments are extensions of the voice which they emulate. 
Therefore, in Antiquity, they remained monophonic (proto-heterophonic and proto-polyphonic) until much 
later developments in the mid-first millennium AD.  

However, the hypothesis of an early form of Babylonian embryonic (proto)-polyphony is not an 
impossibility, but these terms must not be taken as musicology defines them today. We are at present 
hypothesizing on the earliest forms of these concepts and can only estimate what they might have been, 
based on textual, iconographic and other contextual evidence. I think that a melody which was known by a 
number of singers and musicians could have been sung or played by them as a group, occasionally, when 
they met for a celebration, a ritual or whatever. However, each singer, two or three of them, would have 
sung their own version of the same melody with differences which they developed because they were mainly 
isolated from one another and did not have access to a version of reference such as a score or, as we have 
today, technical recordings of the melody. When they met as a group, and sang together, although it was the 
same melody, each with its own idiosyncrasies, the outcome was what I would call proto-heterophony. 

 Practice at the temple would have been different because each city had its own deity and a temple for 
their worship. There were temple personnel of singers and musicians who might have sung the same 
melodies without any ‘accidental’ heterophony, because they might have practiced together. This leads to 
an interesting hypothesis about the development of tonal and modal concepts, the tonal being illustrated by 
the consistency of temple singing dictated by precise tonal rules, and the modal, by the isolated 
developments of melody.  

However, none of these early forms would have responded to the dictate of the fourteen hypothetical 
harmonic intervals as they lay in CBS 10996, as these would have been anachronic among many other reasons 
already mentioned.   

 
VII - The nature of the intervals in CBS10996 

 
In my tridecatonic reconstruction of CBS 10996, (Fig. 2) the text lists seven descending fifths and seven 

ascending thirds. The fifths are: niš tuĥri; išartu; embūbu; nīd qabli; qablītu; kitmu and pītu, and the thirds 
are: šeru; šalšatu; rebūtu; isqu; titur qablītu; titur išartu; serdû. The names of these intervals do not give any 
indication as to their location. This is left to the numbers to which they are associated, for example: 1 5 sa 
niš tuĥ-ri. However, similarly to the ajnas6 of the Maqamian system, each of these terms signify different 
arrangements of pitches contained within each interval. There is therefore a striking similarity between 
Semitic ajnas7 and the Babylonian terms for which we have not yet found any satisfactory name, although 
there seems to be a verb indicating the ‘displacement’ of an interval, but not the generic name for the term 
‘interval’ itself.  

Numbers are locators and terms are containers.  
 
 

                                                           
5 With the exception of what is called ‘overtone’ singing. However, this technique is another matter all-together as the 

singers can only produce overtones (and undertones) of a fundamental pitch of the song they are singing. There are remarkable 
examples in Mongolia; Buryatia; Tuva; in the Altai and Khakassia; in the Chukchi Peninsula; in Tibet; Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan; 
Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan; Japan; Sardinia; with the Sami people, etc., but none of these wonderful forms would be able to 
sing the intervals of CBS 10996, should they be harmonic.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overtone_singing  

 
6 The ajnas, singular jins, are the building blocks of the maqam system. The ajnas are the basic melodic units in Middle-

Eastern music. Each jins is defined by the nature of its intervals, which does not vary when transposed and give it its particular 
character. 

 
7 This term is most probably borrowed from the Greek γένος [genos], plural [genē], γένη ‘type, kind’.  
 



 
 

VIII - The function of thirds in CBS10996 
 

Until now there has been the most fanciful interpretations for the purpose of the thirds in CBS 10996. 
Some have even argued that they served for the refinement of the tuning of fifths, but this is probably 
because these authors have no idea that it is the number of the beats between both pitches of a third when 
played simultaneously and their counting, then the increasing or decreasing of the number of beats per 
second by tensioning or relaxing one of the pitches which are the means by which any tuning can be refined, 
and specifically when one knows by which quantity each third should beat in order to even up a specific 
temperament. The refining of the tuning by thirds is not a matter of pitch but it is a matter of one’s ability 
to count beats per second, or by any other unit of time. The hypothesis that Babylonian theoreticians knew 
about this phenomenon and were able to rely on an exact and constant unit of time for that purpose is 
absurd.  

The reason for the position and polarity of the intervals of thirds as they are placed between intervals 
of fifths in my reconstruction of CBS 10996 has never been elucidated by any scholar having written about 
this text. 

A pattern arises from their position: Interval of third šeru (7-5) at line 2 (of the first part) plus interval 
of third rebūtu (9-7) at line 6 equals interval of fifth (5-9) qablītu at line 9. This can be simplified as (l.2) 7-
5 + (l.4) 9-7 = (l.9) 5-9. The series continues with 8-6 + 10-8 = 6-10; 9-7 + 11-9 = 7-11, etc. In this clever 
arrangement we understand why the thirds are ascending as they have the highest integer on the outside (7-
5/9-7) while the inner integers give the fifth they produce (7-5/9-7). This will conclusively prove that fifths 
are constructed from specific conjoined thirds, and that their position in the system has a purpose of order, 
linearly: (l.2; l.6; l.9) (l.4; l.8; l.11) (l.6; l.10; l. 13) (l.8; l.12; l.15) (l.10; l.14; l.17) (l.12; l.16; l.19) (l.14; l.18; l.21) 
etc.    

This is best illustrated with the following graphic: 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In this graphic, the group inscribed within the blue and the red ellipse can be rotated in any direction from the centre of the circle, 
to generate any of the seven fifths of my reconstruction of the tridecatonic span. 

 
Therefore, the theory by which the intervals standing as they are in text CBS 10996 is not a proven systemic 

construction. CBS 10996 simply shows how a tridecatonic span of alternating melodic intervals of descending 



fifths and ascending thirds, can be transposed onto a heptatonic span by means of intervallic change of 
polarity, or inversion, but is not a straight-forward proof of systemic heptatonism. 

 
IX - The concept of systems 

 
Although the intervals in the original CBS 10996 text spread onto a heptatonic span, this does not 

constitute evidence of heptatonism. A span does not determine a system any more than a system determines 
a span. A melody may spread onto ten contiguous pitches, but this does not mean that it represents a 
‘decatonic’ system, no more than pentatonism is restricted to the ambitus of its five pitches. Therefore, one 
cannot assume that neither an instrument fitted with seven strings nor a series of seven consecutive numbers 
is necessarily representative of a heptatonic system unless the size of the intervals between the strings and 
between the numbers is known. An instrument with nine strings may well be systemically pentatonic. For 
instance, the galoubet from the French Provence is a duct flute with just three holes, only two of them 
visible (the third is on the other side of the instrument), has a span of two octaves and is systemically 
heptatonic.  

A series of pitches, perhaps a melody, excavated from the Antiquity, which therefore can only be 
analysed in its written form, cannot be identified as pentatonic, heptatonic, enneatonic, or whatever, without 
the formal evidence for the construction of the system into which it is inscribed. Western identification 
principles depending on specific formulations, such as the return to the tonic, or the relationship of the 
leading to the tonic pitch, are irrelevant in the exploration of the earliest music systems. 

So, what constitutes the evidence of a system? Take Euclid (fl. 300 BC) for example, theorem XVII of 
his division of the monochord. In my simplified translation it says: take A. Tune a fourth above (D), then 
tune a fifth below (G) then tune a fourth above (C), then tune a fifth below (F)8. This generates F - G - A - 
C - D. The alternation of two descending fourths and two ascending fifths suggest a heptatonic 
construction but it is not as it stops at D. The two Just tones F-G and G-A suggest Pythagorean ditonism9. 
However, F does not lead to another ascending fourth, B flat. Therefore, this is neither evidence of a 
heptatonic construction no more than it is the evidence of the construction of a Pythagorean fourth.  

On the other hand, the enunciation of U.3011 clearly sets the principles of an enneatonic system and its 
evolution from a Sumerian forerunner to an evolved Babylonian form.  

 
X - Linearity and cyclicity 

 
There are two conceptual geometric arrangements of pitch structures in Ancient Near-Eastern 

Antiquity. The first one which is linear, is the oldest and dates from the dawn of history; and the second, 
which appears during the first millennium BC, is cyclical. 

a) Linearity  
A linear system is one where the representation of its constitutive pitches follows the pattern of the 

strings as they are placed on the yoke of the lyre, an archetypical instrument. The strings are placed one 
after the other, in a line and in specific directions, ascending, descending or palindromic10. For instance, 

                                                           
8 In his translation of Euclid’s ascribed Division of the Canon, Théorème XVII, Ch.Em. Ruelle translates: Soit B une mèse; 

surtendons à la quarte en G, [...] et à partir de G, relâchons à la quinte en D., etc. Ruelle’s translation is sufficiently reliable to make 
it clear that both pitches of an interval are not played together, but one after the other. This supports the hypothesis in CBS 10996, 
that both pitches of an interval were not played simultaneously, but consecutively.   

 
9 A Pythagorean ditonic fourth is constructed by alternation of ascending fourths and descending fifths and generated a 

series made up of two consecutive Just tones and a Pythagorean semitone (9:8-9:8-256:243). 
 
10 The palindromic order is typical of earliest lyres from the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr period where the shortest string is in the 

middle of the set with the other strings placed in a fan-like disposition on both sides of the middle string. In the Middle-East, 



the iconography of the lyres in the Ancient Near-East and in other later cultures display strings in a linear 
order which finds its equation with texts such as U.3011.  

The seven strings of the early Greek classical lyre were also the names of the pitches they represented: 
Nētē; Paranētē; Tritē; Mesē; Lichanos; Parhypatē, and Hypatē meaning ‘bottom’; ‘alongside-bottom’; 
‘third’; ‘middle’; ‘forefinger’; ‘alongside-topmost’, and ‘topmost’. The terms Nētē; Paranētē; Tritē; Mesē 
bear a striking similarity with the Babylonian setting, as both are symmetric and have terms in common. 
Note that the Mesē was probably the tonal centre, as was the fifth string of the Babylonian lyre. This 
concept lasted up to the Western Renaissance, significantly. 

Thus, not only the Sumerian system was linear but it was also, initially, palindromically symmetric 
with the fifth string-pitch, the smallest in length, being the tonal centre of the system, the other strings 
spreading on each side of the tonal pitch, one side ascending to it and the other descending from it, the 
ascending pitches mirroring the descending pitches. Then around 2600 BC the string pattern changed 
with the shortest string remaining in the middle, but where all the others descended from it towards the 
musician. 

The fourth millennium palindromic system would have been: a-g-f-e-d-e-f-g-a. The asymmetric order 
from 2600 BC would have been: a-g-f-e-d-c-b-a-g. Both symmetric and asymmetric orders would have 
had similar intervals sizes between their strings and therefore remained symmetric in their own manner: 

Late fourth millennium symmetric: a (T) g (T) f (1/2) e (T) d (T) c (1/2) b (T) a (T) g 
Early third millennium asymmetric: a (T) g (T) f (1/2) e (T) d (T) c (1/2) b (T) a (T) g     

It is very probable that during the early fourth millennium BC the system would have been pentatonic 
with the following arrangement where ‘d’ was the tonal pitch, but was placed at the treble most pitch: 

d (T) c (3-) a (T) g (3-) e (T) d (T) c (3-) a (T) g 
Then ‘d’ became the central tonal pitch. This might explain the Sumerian term ‘sa.di’ used both for 

the first and the fifth strings in text U.3011. The tonic pitch would have shifted from the first to the fifth 
position and inversely in the course of musicological developments.   

b) cyclicity 
As the science of musicology evolved with time, Babylonian theoreticians realised that however 

perfect might have been their linear symmetric enneatonic system, it nevertheless hosted seven 
descending fifths and seven ascending thirds, and in text U.7/80, gives instruction for the construction 
of seven scales, eight with the first being replicated at the end of the cycle, a semitone higher. However, 
each scale has nine pitches.  

In fact, I contend that the emergence of diatonism led them to the conclusion that cyclicity and 
heptatonism were inextricable. They realised that if they bent their linear system into a circle, the two 
extreme, or opposite pitches, ‘a’ and ‘g’ would  overlap each other becoming obsolete, as illustrated below. 

                                                           
systems are usually descending. Around 2600BC, the strings shift: the shortest string remains at the centre of the yoke from which 
the other strings ‘descend’ in progressive order of length towards the musician. 

 



  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

XI Linear and cyclical confusion 
 

Astonishingly, while earliest publication of text CBS10996 described it as a heptatonic, therefore 
cyclical, it was linearity that was used to describe it as shown below11. 

 
This shows that many musicologists and Assyriologists were 

and are still very confused about the intricacies of non-Occidental 
musicology as while promoting universal and intemporal 
heptatonism, as a consequence of cyclicity, they insisted and still 
insist in representing it linearly. This contradiction is 
incomprehensible. 

The diagrams which follow will describe my reconstruction of 
CBS10996 to show its relation to the original text where most 
musicologists/Assyriologists found irrevocable heptatonism, in 
the hope that they will understand that heptatonism is in fact part 
of the larger enneatonic system which itself is part of a greater 
span of thirteen and possibly seventeen consecutive pitches.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
11 Kilmer, The Discovery of an Ancient Mesopotamian Theory of Music, in Proceedings of the American Philological 

Society, Vol.115, No. 2 (1971), pp. 131-49.  
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This comparison of the interpretation of text CBS 10996, in linear and cyclical dispositions, shows 
that the cyclical system keeps a regular order of the intervals, restricted to fifths and thirds, and spread 
onto the ambitus of thirteen pitches, in agreement with text U.3011. On the other hand, the linear 
interpretation, adopted by most Assyriologists and musicologists in the early sixties, was as arbitrary as it 
was irrational because although their authors, while claiming that the system described in CBS 10996 was 
heptatonic therefore cyclical, used a linear transliteration, incomprehensibly, to describe it - probably to 
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support their assumptions, as the cyclical interpretation would have invalidated their interpretation, 
unequivocally.   

The linear interpretation shows inversions of intervals so that they may adapt to a heptachord, while 
the cyclical disposition shows that while respecting the heptachordal disposition, it spreads it within the 
tridecatonic span. 

Had text CBS10996 been originally intended to describe a heptatonic system, then it would have been 
conceived in a much better arrangement, probably spreading onto two octaves. That it is restricted to 
seven pitches shows that it was most likely intended to be a school exercise about the reduction of a 
tridecatonic system onto a heptachordal instrument, but certainly did not represent a standard attestation 
of the heptatonic system, no more than it represented a set of intervals from which musicians could build 
up their compositions. 

The following illustration compares the graphic representation of U.3011 (top) to my reconstruction 
of CBS10996. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Approximation of the pitches of the intervals in CBS 10996 
 

1-5 niš tuĥri  = c-b-a-g-f*  (fifth) 
7-5 šeru   = d-e-f   (third) 
2-6 išartu  = b-a-g-f-e (fifth) 
8-6 šalšatu  = c-d-e  (third) 
3-7 embūbu  = a-g-f-e-d (fifth)  
9-7 rebūtu  = b-c-d  (third) 
4-8 nīd qabli  = g-f-e-d-c (fifth) 
10-8 isqu  = a-b-c   (third)  
5-9 qablītu  = f-e-d-c-b     (fifth) 
11-9 titur qablītu  = g-a-b  (third) 
6-10 kitmu  = e-d-c-b-a (fifth) 
12-10 titur išartu  = f-g-a  (third) 
7-11 pītu  = d-c-b-a-g (fifth) 
13-11 serdû  = e-f-g  (third) 
 

* Note: as aforementioned that the Western pitches have only an indicative value but are not intended to claim that the 
Babylonian intervals equated Western pitch quantification. 

 
The quantification of the intervals as they stand in their heptachordal compression consists in the 

inversion of intervals of original pitches spreading beyond the heptachord: 
1-5 niš tuĥri  = c-b-a-g-f*; 7-5 šeru = d-e-f; 2-6 išartu = b-a-g-f-e; 1-6 šalšatu =c-b-a-g-f-e (inversion of 

c-d-e); 3-7 embūbu = a-g-f-e-d; 2-7 rebūtu = b-a-g-f-e-d (inversion of b-c-d); 4-1 nīd qabli = g-a-b-c 
(inversion of g-f-e-d-c); 1-3 isqu = c-b-a (inversion of a-b-c); 5-2 qablītu = f-g-a-b (inversion of f-e-d-c-b); 
2-4 titur qablītu = b-a-g (inversion of g-a-b); 6-3 kitmu  = e-f-g-a (inversion of e-d-c-b-a); 3-5 titur išartu = 
a-g-f (inversion of f-g-a); 7-4 pītu = d-e-f-g (inversion of d-c-b-a-g); 4-6 serdû = g-f-e (inversion of e-f-g). 
  

Conclusion 
 

Since the sixties, musicologists adhered to the hypothesis that the intervals in CBS 10996 were harmonic 
and evidential of a heptatonic system consisting of a series of harmonic intervals of thirds, fourths, fifths 
and sixths - basis of a rather peculiar system of musical composition which ignored the precedence of 
melody, beyond any reasonable musicological cause. However, there is absolutely no evidence for any of 
these assumptions in this text. 

It took centuries before the human ear recognized consonant harmonic intervals, and therefore, is it 
really reasonable to assume that Babylonians did, against all odds, some four thousand years ago and that 
none of it survived - while all other scientific feats did - especially in a land which to this day remains 
resolutely monodic in its expression, and probably has been for millennia.  

Even if puzzled by these assumptions, musicologists, students and other readers thought these scholars 
must be right and therefore did not question the proof of the evidence upon which it rested. They thought 
that if the system was heptatonic, with harmonic intervals, then the text must have said so, indubitably. But 
this is not what was written.  

I have demonstrated that Kilmer’s assumption that the intervals listed in CBS 10996 were harmonic and 
systemically heptatonic, is flawed. Consequently, all subsequent interpretations, such as Hurrian H6, relying 
on Kilmer’s assumptions are also flawed.   
 



 

 

 

 

Hand copy, reconstruction and transliteration of CBS 10996. (Friberg/Rawi) 


